The University Writing Board Mission

The purpose of the University Writing Board is to encourage and to support the development and the maintenance of writing-intensive courses in all academic disciplines at SUNY New Paltz. Fundamental to this program is the premise that writing constitutes an important means of learning in all disciplines. Writing is a complex, cognitive process that involves translating thoughts to words, as well as questioning, reflecting, and analyzing in order to seek clarity and meaning. Writing is a means by which a person discovers, creates, and communicates knowledge.

To support the writing-intensive program, the Writing Board:
• conducts workshops that introduce the philosophy of writing as a mode of learning.
• provides opportunities for faculty members to share ideas and approaches.
• sponsors seminars and programs on writing-across-the-disciplines.
• provides support for faculty efforts to make courses writing-intensive.
• recommends courses that have been proposed by faculty members as writing-intensive.
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Celebration of Writing Day

Submissions
Amanda Copkov
Caylin Costa
Lorraine Dargis
David Defabrizio
Abigail Gallagher *
Derek Hawkins
James Kwapisz
John Mazzoni *
John Patino
Sabrina Sarro *
Bridget Smith *
Samantha Spoto
Colleen Stewart
Keady Sullivan
Setha Sundaramoorthy
Ezerika Thompson
Emily Zogbi

* denotes submission in multiple categories

Awards of Distinction
Creative Writing, Poetry:
Derek Hawkins
James Kwapisz

Creative Writing, Fiction:
Abigail Gallagher
Emily Zogbi

Memoir/Non-fiction/Experimental:
John Patino
Samantha Spoto

Academic Writing:
David Defabrizio
John Mazzoni

Special thanks to Maureen Morrow and the Research, Scholarship and Creative Awards Program; Joann Deiudicibus, Composition Program; Provost Philip Mauceri; President Donald Christian; Heather Jones, Academic Affairs; Ann Lovett, Art; and to all who volunteered their time to read the submitted materials.